
GENEVA: The WTO’s search for a role in fighting the
pandemic sharpened up on Monday as ministers seek
a compromise to lift intellectual property (IP) rights on
COVID-19 vaccines. The World Trade Organization’s
first ministerial meeting since December 2017 is
wrestling with the wording of a text that would tem-
porarily waive patents on coronavirus jabs. It is the
main pandemic-combating idea being negotiated at
MC12, the global trade body’s 12th ministerial confer-
ence, being held from Sunday to Wednesday at its
headquarters in Geneva.

But serious objections remain from some of the
countries that host major pharmaceutical companies,
like Britain and Switzerland - a problem at the WTO,
where decisions are taken by consensus rather than by
majority. The world’s big pharma firms are dead set
against the idea, insisting that stripping patents will
cripple investment and innovation.

They also say the plan - first proposed in October
2020 when the pandemic was raging and before jabs
were even rolled out - has gone past its sell-by date as
the world now has a surplus of vaccine doses rather
than a dearth. After Sunday’s opening ceremony and
countries setting out their positions, ministers from the
164 WTO members went into rooms at the organiza-
tion’s HQ - the grand 1920s, classical Florentine-style
Centre William Rappard on Lake Geneva - to start
talking it out face to face.

Birthday present? 
This week’s conference is a crunch moment for

WTO chief Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, who has staked her
leadership on breathing new life into the crippled
organization, where progress has been stumbling for
years. The Nigerian former finance and foreign minis-
ter took over in March 2021 on a mission to make the
WTO relevant again.

But on her 68th birthday Monday, there was no
immediate sign of a breakthrough on vaccine patents.
Public interest groups say the draft text falls far short
of what is needed, by time-limiting and complicating
the vaccine patents waiver — and by leaving out
COVID treatments and diagnostics. Non-governmen-
tal organizations staged a protest in the WTO’s central
atrium, chanting slogans and unfurling banners read-
ing: “No monopolies on Covid-19 medical tools” and
“End vaccine apartheid”.

“The WTO rules are contributing to exacerbating
the pandemic, because it’s the WTO that enforces IP
rules,” demonstration organizer Deborah James told
AFP. “Folks have been campaigning on this for two
years and it’s been a complete wall by a few coun-
tries,” she said. “It’s an indictment of the WTO sys-
tem: it’s completely broken, it can’t respond to a
pandemic, it has no ability to put anything other
than maximizing profits for corporations ahead of
anything else.”

‘We are choosing death’ 
In October 2020, India and South Africa began

pushing for the WTO to lift IP rights on COVID-19
vaccines, tests and treatments to help ensure more
equitable access in poorer nations. After multiple
rounds of talks, the United States, the European Union,
India and South Africa hammered out a compromise.

The text would allow most developing countries,
although not China, to produce COVID vaccines with-
out authorisation from patent holders. Beijing has
promised not to use the facilities granted to develop-
ing countries in the draft agreement, but, according to
several diplomats, Washington wants this commitment
in writing. “In a pandemic, sharing technology is life or
death and we are choosing death,” said the UNAIDS
agency’s executive director Winnie Byanyima.

Besides production, a second text being negotiated
seeks to tackle some of the supply constraints faced
by certain countries in getting hold of COVID-fighting
tools. And beyond the pandemic, the WTO faces pres-
sure to eke out long-sought trade deals on a range of
issues and show unity amid an impending global
hunger crisis. Okonjo-Iweala voiced cautious optimism
on Sunday that ministers could reach agreement on
food security threatened by Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine, overfishing and on COVID vaccines. She said
to expect a “rocky, bumpy road with a few landmines
along the way”.— AFP
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WTO seeks shot in the arm 
with COVID-19 jab IP idea

Ministers seek a compromise to lift intellectual property rights

GENEVA: Nigerian Director General of the World Trade
Organization (WTO), Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, (left), and MC12
Chair, Timur Suleimenov, stand at the opening ceremony
of the 12th Ministerial Conference (MC12) at the head-
quarters of the World Trade Organization (WTO) on June
12, 2022. — AFP

Russia earns $98 bn 
from fuel exports in 
100 days of war
PARIS: Russia earned 93 billion euros ($98 billion)
from fossil fuel exports during the first 100 days of its
war in Ukraine, with most sent to the European Union,
according to research published Monday. The report
from the independent, Finland-based Centre for
Research on Energy and Clean Air (CREA) comes as
Kyiv urges the West to sever all trade with Russia in
the hopes of cutting off the Kremlin’s financial lifeline.

Earlier this month, the EU agreed to halt most
Russian oil imports, on which the continent is heav-
ily dependent. Though the bloc aims to reduce gas
shipments by two-thirds this year, an embargo is
not in the cards at present. According to the report,
the EU took 61 percent of Russia’s fossi l  fuel
exports during the war’s first 100 days, worth about
57 billion euros ($60 billion). The top importers

were China at 12.6 billion euros, Germany (12.1 bil-
lion) and Italy (7.8 billion).

Russia’s fossil fuel revenues come first from the sale
of crude oil (46 billion), followed by pipeline gas, oil
products, liquefied natural gas (LNG) and coal. Even
as Russia’s exports plummeted in May, with countries
and companies shunning its supplies over the Ukraine
invasion, the global rise in fossil fuel prices continued
to fill the Kremlin’s coffers, with export revenues
reaching record highs. Russia’s average export prices
were about 60 percent higher than last year, according
to CREA.

Some countries have upped their purchases from
Moscow, including China, India, the United Arab
Emirates and France, the report added. “As the EU is
considering stricter sanctions against Russia, France
has increased its imports to become the largest buyer
of LNG in the world,” said CREA analyst Lauri
Myllyvirta. Since most of these are spot purchases
rather than long-term contracts, France is consciously
deciding to use Russian energy in the wake of
Moscow’s invasion of Ukraine, Myllyvirta added. He
called for an embargo on Russian fossil fuels to “align
actions with words”.— AFP

MOSCOW: Customers stand in a queue to get in the Russian version of a former McDonald’s restaurant next day after
its opening ceremony in Moscow on June 13, 2022. Former McDonald’s restaurants in Russia have been renamed
‘Vkusno i tochka’ (Delicious. Full Stop), the new owner said ahead of their grand re-opening. — AFP

Google pays $118 m 
to settle gender suit
NEW YORK: Google said on Sunday that it was “very
pleased” to be settling, without admission of wrongdoing,
a class-action lawsuit that argued it underpaid female
employees and assigned them lower-ranking positions.
The $118 million settlement covers about 15,500 female
employees who have worked for the company in
California since September 2013, the law firms Lieff
Cabraser Heimann & Bernstein LLP and Altshuler Berzon
LLP said in a statement released Friday night. The com-
pany also agreed for a third party to analyze its hiring
and compensation practices as part of the settlement.

In a statement to AFP, Google said that “while we
strongly believe in the equity of our policies and prac-
tices, after nearly five years of litigation, both sides
agreed that resolution of the matter, without any admis-
sion or findings, was in the best interest of everyone, and
we’re very pleased to reach this agreement.” In 2017,
several former Google employees sued the company in a
San Francisco court, accusing it of paying women less
than men for equivalent positions and assigning women
lower positions than men with similar experiences
because they had previously earned smaller salaries.

According to a copy of the agreement released by the
law firms, “Google denies all of the allegations in the law-
suit and maintains that it has fully complied with all appli-
cable laws, rules and regulations at all times.” A judge
must still approve the agreement, the two law firms for
the plaintiffs said. Google previously agreed in 2021 to
pay $3.8 million to the US Department of Labor over
accusations it had discriminated against women and
Asians.— AFP

Yen slides to 24-year 
low against dollar
TOKYO: The yen plunged to its lowest level against the
dollar since 1998 on Monday as sky-high US inflation
fuels a widening monetary policy gap between Japan and
the world’s largest economy. Japan’s currency has been
weakening for months, accelerated by the US Federal
Reserve’s aggressive monetary tightening to tackle soar-
ing inflation caused by the war in Ukraine and other fac-
tors. But unlike the Fed, the Bank of Japan has said it will
stick with its long-standing monetary easing program
which it hopes will lead to stable growth.

The increasingly polar policies have strengthened the
greenback, and on Monday one dollar bought 135.19 yen.
It’s a level not seen since October 1998 during the Asian
currency crisis, and marks a dramatic drop from January
rates of around 115 yen per dollar. “The ongoing back-
drop to the yen’s fall is the growing gap between long-
term interest rates in Japan and the United States,”
Takahide Kinouchi, executive economist at Nomura
Research Institute, said in a recent commentary.

And as higher oil prices fuel US inflation, “expecta-
tions are growing stronger that aggressive US monetary
tightening will continue for the time being, causing US
yields to rise further.” US consumer prices for May hit a

new four-decade high, rising 8.6 percent and topping
what economists thought was the peak in March. In
Japan however, inflation has only just hit the central
bank’s long-term target of two percent.

And while the figure represents a seven-year high, the
BoJ sees current inflationary pressures as temporary, and
believes its monetary policy is necessary to produce
more long-lasting growth. Questioned in parliament on
Monday, central bank Governor Haruhiko Kuroda
acknowledged that the yen’s rapid depreciation was “not
desirable”. “The recent rapid depreciation of the yen
increases uncertainties and means companies face diffi-
culties in drafting business plans, thus it is negative for
the economy and not desirable,” he said.

Benefits for tourism, exporters - But he has shown no
inclination to adjust the bank’s policy soon, saying last
week that “monetary tightening is not at all a suitable
measure” for Japan, whose economy is still recovering
from the pandemic, according to Kyodo News.

He has pointed to the benefits of a weaker yen for
Japanese exporters, whose overseas profits are inflated
when they are repatriated and have seen their stock
prices rise in recent months. On Monday, he urged com-
panies that benefit from the exchange rate to “expand
investment and raise wages, which will strengthen a vir-
tuous cycle.” The weaker yen could also be a boon for
the tourism sector, with Japan cautiously reopening to
foreign visitors now allowed in on group tours.

“The weak yen helps to support Japan’s export sector
directly, and a weaker exchange rate also contributes to
looser monetary conditions domestically,” said Alvin Tan,
head of Asia forex strategy at RBC Capital Markets in
Singapore. “These will help drive the economic recovery
further,” he told AFP. Although “higher import prices will
negatively affect consumers” and the weaker yen will
contribute to inflation, particularly given Japan’s reliance
on energy imports, this could also be “seen as a positive”,
he said.

“It could help to deepen more persistent inflation
expectations in a country that has suffered under
deflation for so many years.” The yen’s trajectory may
depend on how the US Fed acts in its September meet-
ing, with worse-than-expected inflation figures for May
raising expectations of further rate hikes. But “there is
still a lot of time left until then”, said Kinouchi, and oth-
er factors may also be at play including energy prices
rising further after a European Union ban on most
Russian oil imports.— AFP

ABIDJAN: Attendees listen to speakers of the opening panel of the Africa CEO Forum in Abidjan on June 13, 2022. — AFP

I Coast sounds 
alarm over world
inflation, grain crisis
ABIDJAN: Ivorian President Alassane Ouattara on
Monday said the world trading system was being bat-
tered by an inflationary wave and the cascading
impacts on the global economy from the Ukraine war.
“We are concerned, that’s the very least that I can say,
by the slowdown in world growth and the availability
for Africa of certain products such as wheat (and) fer-
tilizer, and of course by the inflationary surge,”
Ouattara said at the opening of CEO Forum, a confer-
ence scheduled to gather 1,500 business and political
leaders.

Ouattara gave the example of how India in mid-
May slapped a ban on exports of its wheat. “An infla-
tionary situation like this pushes governments and
businesses into reassessing their dependence on inter-
national networks. It really calls into question global-
ization and the notion of world trade. This situation has
been accentuated by the crisis in Ukraine,” he said.

Experts have repeatedly warned that food insecuri-
ty in Africa inflicted by conflict, climate change and the
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has been accentu-
ated by the Ukraine war. Russia and Ukraine together
account for 30 percent of the world trade in wheat.
The war has also caused the price of oil and gas, fertil-
izer and metals to soar. Makhtar Diop, director-gener-
al of the International Finance Corporation, which is
part of the World Bank group, told the two-day con-
ference that Africa should seize the “convergence of
crises” to carry out structural changes and set
economies on a new footing.— AFP 

TOKYO: This photo illustration shows a person counting out
Japanese 10,000 yen banknotes ($75) in Tokyo. —  AFP

CHICAGO: Veterans get career coaching from Google
employees at the company’s office in Chicago, Illinois. The
vets and company volunteers were participating in
Google’s ‘Help a Hero Get Hired’ program taking place at
Google’s Chicago office. — AFP


